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INTRODUCTION

Given the reliance on knowledge-based resources over traditional assets, the professional context serves as a heightened environment in which to investigate knowledge sharing. Within legal practice, the success of a law firm is connected to the firm’s ability to leverage knowledge (Sherer, 1995), and this has led to a call for knowledge management to be a business imperative within legal practice (Parsons, 2004; Rusanow, 2003).

An underlying assumption within much of the knowledge management literature is that knowledge sharing is universally beneficial and to be encouraged both within and across organizations. However, in legal practice, sharing is often difficult to achieve or counter to current professional practice. This issue is most salient when considered in the context of the often-contradictory results observed by larger law firms implementing information technologies to increase knowledge sharing throughout their organization. In the remainder of this article, four perspectives that employ a logic of opposition (Robey & Boudreau, 1999) are used to explore the often contradictory outcomes observed when using information technology to increase knowledge sharing by considering factors both impeding and enhancing sharing within legal practice.

BACKGROUND

Despite the recognition of the importance of knowledge in the various professions, a deliberate effort to manage knowledge within the legal profession is a more recent development (Parsons, 2004; Rusanow, 2003).

Knowledge management initiatives are often implemented with the intent of improving aspects of the knowledge management problematic, and this is invariably associated with the implemen-
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Institutional theory, organizational politics, organizational culture, and organizational learning draw upon a logic of opposition and are employed in the remainder of this article to account for the contradictory outcomes of information technology by considering the forces both enhancing and impeding knowledge sharing within legal practice. For the following discussion, these theoretical lenses are directed towards medium (300-750 lawyers) and large (greater than 750 lawyers) law firms in order to highlight the competing forces both enhancing and impeding knowledge sharing. These forces are anticipated to manifest in smaller firms, but to a lesser degree since many of these competing forces are influenced by the size of the practice, the level of geographic dispersion, the nature of the growth strategy (internal expansion or acquisition), and the nature of the competitive environment. Within the legal profession, larger firms are quickly becoming the norm as firms expand through rapid growth fueled by acquisition. Accompanying this growth is an increasing reliance on professional management beyond the traditional collegial shared management from which many of these firms originated. This tension has provided a heightened environment in which to consider the contradictory consequences of efforts to use information technology to improve knowledge sharing and a unique opportunity to highlight how alternate conceptualizations can be used to embrace these contradictions in practice.

Institutional Theory

Institutional theory points to the importance of historical and professional traditions and enduring nature of information technology to assist or enable such initiatives (Grover & Davenport, 2001). Knowledge sharing has been identified as a key process in leveraging knowledge assets (Jarvenpaa & Staples, 2000; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998), and within professional practice knowledge management, initiatives are often directed towards improving knowledge sharing throughout the organization (Weiss, 1999). Knowledge sharing in a legal context is typically motivated by a desire to share legal knowledge, but there is a growing interest in extending such efforts to knowledge of the client, industry, staff skills, key stakeholders, and the firm’s market and financial position.

Within legal practice, inconsistent findings have been observed with respect to technology-based initiatives aimed at increasing knowledge sharing throughout the firm (Cabrera & Cabrera, 2002; Gottschalk, 1999; Hunter, Beaumont, & Lee, 2002; Terrett, 1998). For many firms the implementation of information technology represents the arrival of ‘knowledge management’ within the organization. This view positions information technology as a determinant or enabler of radical organizational change that once implemented transforms the organization to one where key processes such as knowledge sharing are not only possible but also inevitable. This deterministic logic of the organizational impacts of information technology has been critiqued and an alternate, more complex relationship purported between information technology and organizations that is emergent and reciprocal in nature (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994; Hirschheim, 1985; Kling, 1980; Markus & Robey, 1988; Orlikowski, 2000; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Schultze & Leidner, 2002; Walsham, 1993). These authors point to the possibility for different conceptualizations to the logic of determination for the relationship between organizations and technology. The logic of determination explains change as the result of variation in a set of predictor variables that account for the orderly relationships among the variables in a theoretical model; in contrast the logic of opposition is more suitable for accounting for contradictory outcomes by considering forces both promoting and impeding change (Robey & Boudreau, 1999).